
StStString is the first of its kind end-to-endring is the first of its kind end-to-endring is the first of its kind end-to-end
encrypted blockchain. String facilitatesencrypted blockchain. String facilitatesencrypted blockchain. String facilitates
protocols for creating private accounts,protocols for creating private accounts,protocols for creating private accounts,
private transactions, private NFTs, whileprivate transactions, private NFTs, whileprivate transactions, private NFTs, while
maintaining a public chain. String ismaintaining a public chain. String ismaintaining a public chain. String is
capable of providing 1:1 decentralizedcapable of providing 1:1 decentralizedcapable of providing 1:1 decentralized
regulatory access through its encryptionregulatory access through its encryptionregulatory access through its encryption
technology and structure. In this way, wetechnology and structure. In this way, wetechnology and structure. In this way, we
can facilitate the needs for decentralizedcan facilitate the needs for decentralizedcan facilitate the needs for decentralized
finance and traditional finance, whilefinance and traditional finance, whilefinance and traditional finance, while
maintaining decentralization and privacy.maintaining decentralization and privacy.maintaining decentralization and privacy.   
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YOUR DATA.



Our Sauce

We are the WeChat of
blockchain. 
We feature end-to-
end encryption for all
your accounts,
transactions and
smart contract data
while maintaining a
public chain. 

ENCRYPTION

We work with  both
decentralized finance
assets and traditional
finance assets.
Permissioned
regulatory operations
on our networkc

DIGITAL
SECURITIES

Easy to use
blockchain. Win
because you
understand the
system. 
Protect your wallet
and privacy. Hold and
trade your existing
assets.
Single use interfaces,
Ex. in first slide

SIMPLE



With the Multi-keyWith the Multi-keyWith the Multi-key
Palliar scheme, we canPalliar scheme, we canPalliar scheme, we can
perform addition on aperform addition on aperform addition on a

set of encryptedset of encryptedset of encrypted
numbers within thenumbers within thenumbers within the

node. We use this tonode. We use this tonode. We use this to
process transactionsprocess transactionsprocess transactions

while maintaingwhile maintaingwhile maintaing
privacyprivacyprivacy

MFHE

Nerd Speak (f**ng tite)

Proxy Re-encryptionProxy Re-encryptionProxy Re-encryption
allows us to pass anyallows us to pass anyallows us to pass any

data trustlesslydata trustlesslydata trustlessly
between nodes.between nodes.between nodes.      

PRE
Language agnosticLanguage agnosticLanguage agnostic

developmentdevelopmentdevelopment
environments.environments.environments.

POLYGLOT

https://string3.substack.com/p/combining-fhe-and-pre
https://string3.substack.com/p/pre-and-fhe


Competitive advantage

With its privacy tech, String is the first pure
blockchain able to facilitate traditional
finance (tradFI) processes within a
decentralized blockchain environment. 

FIRST TO MARKET



Protocol:
STO-25

Security Token Offering for global
securities. The new ERC-20. 

$1 trillion securities 
 transacted daily

Read More

https://string3.substack.com/p/what-are-we-building-and-why


Raise

Token Pre-Sale & Technology Prototype 

Initial investment $.25 per token, 12,500,000 supply

GENESIS - CLASSICAL                    JAN 2022

Individually release domain specific protocol in test
for a period of 6 months

TESTNET - JAZZ                                  JUNE 2022

Fully-Featured privacy oriented blockchain protocol 
 for transactions, accounts, and NFTs 

MAINNET - ROCK                                 DEC 2022



Join String

Lets  get it together.  String.ftnow.us

COMMUNITY 

Ninja with us.  GIthub.com/ftnow

DEVELOPER

 Get your slice.  Invest.ftnow.us

INVESTOR



The Team  
String3 till we die

ACE DESAI

Our Mystery 
 Member

NA E

Started from the
bottom now we here 

ED STULL

Founders:

Advisors

Former Chairman
Ethereum
Foundation  

VADIM
LEVITIN



Initial Investor
Offering

 5-10% of Fractal Technology for 5-10% of String initial token
distribution. Upto 7,500,000 String

Lets work out the math and get this done.

ThankThankThank
you!you!you!

Contact: contact@ftnow.us; Phone: +19109227079


